Southeastern Collegiate Rugby Conference Event Bid Application
Priority will go to a venue that has either a qualified SCRC team or is central to the potential qualified teams.
Additional priority will go toward venues that can continue play in adverse weather and/or field conditions.
SCRC prioritizes affordability for traveling teams.


Rugby Club, Association, or Business Name



Contact Name



E-mail



Phone Number



Venue or Park Name



Venue or Park Address

Match field: The playing surface cannot exceed 70 meters wide; goal line to goal line must be at least 100
yards long; try zones cannot exceed 20 meters but must be longer than 7 yards. All fields MUST have a 5yard safety perimeter surrounding the field.


Playing Surface:
___ Natural Grass ___ Artificial Turf



What are the dimensions of the playing surfaces?

SCRC requires the venue follow the above venue requirements. SCRC requires that there is adequate space
adjacent to the match field for teams to warm-up on before their games. Two team benches located outside
the safety perimeter away from spectators are required. Teams need to be on the same sideline for match
management and competition purposes and this sideline must have restricted access to players, coaches
and authorized personnel only. The area located between the team benches is designated for match
officials and medical. At a minimum, this area needs to be covered (i.e. 10x10 tent) with a table and 4
chairs. The scoreboard operator, and PA system may be located here as well.













Do the fields have the required 5-yard safety perimeter with proper restraining ropes/barrier
for all sidelines and technical areas?
___ Yes ___ No
Do you have a back-up venue if the field is unplayable due to weather?
___ Yes ___ No
Do you have regulation goal posts for the match fields?
___ Yes ___ No
Do you have regulation goal posts for the back-up match fields?
___ Yes ___ No
Will the fields be lined in accordance to the World Rugby dimensions provided?
___ Yes ___ No
Is there a permanent platform, at mid-field, to film from, at all fields?
___ Yes ___ No
If Yes, please list height: _____
Is there a permanent power source near the platforms?
___ Yes ___ No
Can you provide a warm-up area near the match pitch?
___ Yes ___ No
Can you provide a venue setup with team benches and covered match administration located
on the same side of the field?
___ Yes ___ No
Can you provide a scoreboard and operator at each field?
___ Yes ___ No
Do you have a Public-Address system at the match venue?
___ Yes ___ No
Spectator Accommodation: Hosts are responsible for providing suitable spectator accommodations – seating,
restrooms, and parking. If permanent restroom facilities are not provided, then a minimum of 4 portables
must be available at the venue.





Do you have bleachers and if so, how many spectators can be accommodated?
___ Yes ___ No Seating: _______
Do you have permanent rest room facilities?
___ Yes ___ No
Number of parking spaces adjacent to the venue: ________

Medical:





Can you provide a comprehensive Emergency Action Plan to the conference and teams at least
72 hours before the event?
___ Yes ___ No
Can you provide a Medical tent or other shelter with table and chairs exclusive for Medical?
___ Yes ___ No
Can you provide a water supply?
___ Yes ___ No

Responsibility and Requirements of the Host
Match Officials: The SCRC covers all Match Official travel, hotel, transportation, and kit. The Host is required
to provide/ensure that the match officials get the following: water and related hospitality during the event.
Printed Material: The Host will be required to produce a bracket board for a multi-team event. If the Host
elects to print any other materials, it is at the cost of the Host. Please note that if the Host chooses to print
tickets, credentials, event/match programs, etc., the SCRC must approve of the design and any logos used.
Host Revenue: All revenues related to tickets, merchandise, concessions, local/event specific sponsorships
and advertising are the sole property of the Host. SCRC reserves the right to regulate admission and parking
pricing and must approve all material containing the conference logo.

Responsibility and Requirements of SCRC





SCRC will coordinate referee appointment and Confirmation
SCRC will provide and/or fund the appropriate number of match balls
SCRC will fund any cost related to officer / staff travel
SCRC will provide and/or fund all championship trophies

Cost of Venue

SCRC will pay the cost of reasonable venue expenses and/or provide a stipend to the host for the cost of
venue use and/or setup and operations.

